
UNITED STATES COURT OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
 

BEFORE: THE HONORABLE GARY S. KATZMANN, JUDGE 
____________________________________ 
      ) 
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE ) 
COUNCIL, INC., et al.,   ) 
      ) 

Plaintiffs,   ) 
) 

v.      ) Court No. 18-00055 
) 

WILBUR ROSS, et al.,   ) 
) 

Defendants.   ) 
                                                                      ) 

 
FURTHER SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM 

Pursuant to the Court’s order of April 30, 2019 (ECF No. 87), defendants respectfully 

submit this supplemental memorandum. 

I. Amendment Of The Complaint In Lieu Of Plaintiffs’ Bringing A New 
Action Would Risk Improper Supplementation Of The Administrative 
Record   
 

In their April 19, 2019 supplemental memorandum (ECF No. 83), plaintiffs requested, 

in the alternative, that, should this Court determine that their current claims under 5 U.S.C. 

§706(1) are moot, they be permitted to amend their complaint to assert a claim under 5 

U.S.C. §706(2).  Although we would not object to amendment given the lenient standard of 

USCIT R. 15, we would caution against amendment on two prudential grounds.   

First, a dismissal of this action for mootness, while permitting plaintiffs to file a new 

action under section 706(2), would result in the automatic vacatur of the preliminary 

injunction issued in this action.  E.g., U.S. Ass’n of Importers of Textiles & Apparel v. U.S. 

Dep’t of Commerce (USA-ITA), 413 F.3d 1344, 1348 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (lack of jurisdiction 

precludes a likelihood of success on the merits).  Further, any future form of preliminary 

injunctive relief would be addressed based on plaintiffs’ new allegations to be brought in an 

action asserting a claim under section 706(2).  By contrast, were the Court to permit 
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amendment of the complaint in lieu of dismissal, then the Court would need to take the 

affirmative step of vacating the preliminary injunction issued in response to plaintiffs’ now-

mooted claim.  The agency’s November 27, 2018 final action is entitled to a presumption of 

correctness.  E.g., Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. Nat’l Marine Fisheries Serv., 977 F. Supp. 

55, 76 (D.P.R. 2013).  Plaintiffs cannot establish any basis for their assertion that the 

preliminary injunction issued in response to a now-moot claim brought under section 706(1) 

may be carried over to support their prospective, and entirely new and separate, claim under 

section 706(2).  E.g., Winter v. Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 22 (2008) (a 

preliminary injunction is “an extraordinary remedy that may only be awarded upon a clear 

showing that the plaintiff is entitled to such relief.”).  

Second, the Court would review a new claim brought under section 706(2) based on 

an entirely separate and distinct administrative record.  E.g., Fla. Power & Light Co. v. 

Lorion, 470 U.S. 729, 743-44 (1985) (“The task of the reviewing court is to apply the 

appropriate APA standard of review, 5 U.S.C. §706, to the agency decision based on the 

record the agency presents to the reviewing court.”).  The current, and voluminous, 

administrative record concerns something that is materially different—plaintiffs’ allegations 

that the agency had unreasonably delayed or unlawfully withheld action.  Although portions 

of the current record could be part of a new administrative record concerning the agency’s 

November 27 final decision, the vast majority of the current record likely would be irrelevant 

and absent from a new administrative record. 

Should the Court allow amendment of the complaint, the Court would need to 

quarantine the current administrative record and strictly prohibit the parties from any reliance 

on, or reference to, the current record in connection with a section 706(2) claim.  Otherwise, 

any decision by this Court regarding a new section 706(2) claim that would rest explicitly or 
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impliedly on references to the current administrative record could be seen as improper 

supplementation of the new administrative record, which would be a clear abuse of 

discretion.  The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has held repeatedly that 

“supplementation of the administrative record should be limited to cases in which ‘the 

omission of extra-record evidence precludes effective judicial review.’”  Axiom Res. Mgmt., 

Inc. v. United States, 564 F.3d 1374, 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2009); accord AgustaWestland N. Am. v. 

United States, 880 F.3d 1326, 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (“Judicial review is ‘effective’ if it is 

consistent with the APA.”) (citing Axiom, 564 F.3d at 1381).  In both cases, the Federal 

Circuit held that the trial court had abused its discretion by “supplementing the record, and 

relying on the supplemental evidence to reach its decision.”  AgustaWestland, 880 F.3d at 

1332; Axiom, 564 F.3d at 1381 (“By admitting Axiom’s extra-record evidence without 

[determin{ing} whether supplementation of the record was necessary in order not ‘to frustrate 

effective judicial review’], the court abused its discretion.”) (quoting Camp v. Pitts, 411 U.S. 

138, 142-43 (1973)).   

For this reason, allowing amendment in an action in which there is an extant 

administrative record, and receiving a new administrative record supporting the new final 

decision under challenge, could invite confusion regarding the boundaries of the proper 

administrative record on which the Court’s section 706(2) review may be based.  

Accordingly, amendment of the complaint would necessitate the imposition of strict 

safeguards to avoid such confusion. 

II. If The Preliminary Injunction Were Dissolved, The Agency Would 
Implement Equivalent Measures To Protect The Vaquita 
 

As Nina M. Young explains in the attached declaration, the agency would implement 

equivalent measures to protect the vaquita if the Court’s injunction were dissolved.   
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III. Other Materials Cited At Argument   
 

For completeness, we note that we referred to the following materials at the April 30 

oral argument: 

Road & Highway Builders, LLC v. United States, 702 F.3d 1365, 1368-69 (Fed. Cir. 

2012) (Government officials are presumed to discharge their duties in good faith; presumption 

may be overcome only with clear and convincing evidence); 

Michael Simon Design, Inc. v. United States, 609 F.3d 1335, 1338 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (28 

U.S.C. § 1581(i) provides for an APA cause of action). 

Motions Systems Corp. v. Bush, 437 F.3d 1356 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (en banc) (same). 

Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) Fishing. http://www.fao.org/iuu-

fishing/background/what-is-iuu-fishing/en/ 

Massive Trade in Endangered Species Uncovered:  U.S. Attorney Charges 7 with 

Smuggling Swim Bladders of Endangered Fish Worth Millions on Black Market; Officials 

See Trend (Apr. 24, 2013).  https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdca/pr/massive-trade-endangered-

species-uncovered-us-attorney-charges-7-smuggling-swim  

Letter from Raul de Jesus Elenes Angulo, National Commissioner for Agriculture and 

Fisheries of Mexico, to Dr. Paul Doremus, Acting Director for International Affairs and 

Seafood Inspection, NOAA, dated April 29, 2019 (English translation).  Attachment A.   

 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 JOSEPH H. HUNT 
 Assistant Attorney General 
  
 JEANNE E. DAVIDSON 
 Director 
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OF COUNSEL: /s/Patricia M. McCarthy 
JASON FORMAN PATRICIA M. MCCARTHY 
National Oceanic and Assistant Director 
Atmospheric Administration  
Silver Spring, MD  
  /s/Stephen C. Tosini  
DANIEL J. PAISLEY STEPHEN C. TOSINI 
Department of the Treasury Senior Trial Counsel 
Washington, DC Commercial Litigation Branch 
 Civil Division 
GLENN KAMINSKY Department of Justice 
Department of Homeland Security P.O. Box 480, Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, DC Washington, DC 20044 
 Tele. (202) 616-5196 
 stephen.tosini@usdoj.gov 
 
May 2, 2019 Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I hereby certify that on this 2nd day of May, 2019, I electronically filed a copy of the 

foregoing using the CM/ECF system, which sent a notification of such filing to counsel of 

record. 

/s/Stephen C. Tosini    
Stephen C. Tosini 
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
 

BEFORE:  THE HONORABLE GARY S. KATZMANN, JUDGE 
 
 
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE  
COUNCIL, INC., et al. 
 
 Plaintiffs, 
 
 v. 
 

WILBUR L. ROSS, et al. 
 
  Defendants. 
 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 
 
 
 
Court No. 18-00055 
 
 

 
DECLARATION OF NINA YOUNG 

I, NINA YOUNG, hereby declare and state as follows: 

1. Since 2010, I have worked as a Foreign Affairs Specialist, Marine Mammal Lead, at the 

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) Office of International Affairs and Seafood 

Inspection, drafting the regulations to implement Section 101(a)(2) of the Marine Mammal 

Protection Act (MMPA) at 50 C.F.R. § 216.24, known as the MMPA import regulations.  NMFS 

is part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the U.S. 

Department of Commerce. 

2. I previously submitted a declaration to the Court in this matter on April 19, 2019, where I 

described my background and duties at NMFS, including my work to protect the vaquita 

porpoise in the Gulf of California, Mexico. 

3. I am submitting this declaration to describe the import measures that would go into effect 

under the MMPA and other provisions of law should the Court lift its order banning the 

importation of all shrimp, curvina, sierra, and chano and their products sourced from the Gulf of 
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California, Mexico, unless affirmatively identified as having been caught with a gear type other 

than gillnets or affirmatively identified as caught outside the vaquita’s range. 

4. In the NMFS final determination issued on November 27, 2018, the agency denied 

Mexico’s request for a “comparability finding to the El Golfo de Santa Clara curvina rodeo-style 

gillnet fishery.”  AR103 at 002815. 

5. Accordingly, in the final determination, NMFS concluded that curvina caught in the El 

Golfo de Santa Clara curvina rodeo-style gillnet fishery are not admissible to the United States 

pursuant to 50 C.F.R. §§ 216.24(h)(1) and (9); see AR103, AR104.    

6. The regulation, at 50 C.F.R. §§ 216.24(h)(9)(iii), directs that “[i]f fish or fish products are 

subject to an import prohibition under paragraphs (h)(1) and (9) of this section, the Assistant 

Administrator, to avoid circumvention of the import prohibition, may require that the same or 

similar fish and fish products caught or harvested in another fishery of the harvesting nation and 

not subject to the prohibition be accompanied by a certification of admissibility . . .” 

7. Should the Court lift its injunction, NMFS will require certificates of admissibility for all 

imports from Mexico of curvina, sierra, and chano pursuant to clause 216.24(h)(9)(iii), because, 

for the purpose of inspection and enforcement at the border, sierra and chano are “similar” to 

curvina. 

8. Although shrimp are not similar to the finfish identified above, all shrimp imports from 

Mexico into the United States are subject to the U.S. Seafood Import Monitoring Program 

(SIMP; 50 C.F.R. § 300.324), which “establishes reporting and recordkeeping requirements for 

imports of certain seafood products, to combat illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU)-caught 

and/or misrepresented seafood from entering U.S. commerce.”  
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<https://www.iuufishing.noaa.gov/RecommendationsandActions/RECOMMENDATION1415/Fi

nalRuleTraceability.aspx>; Attachment A at 1.   

9. SIMP is a reporting and recordkeeping regulation implemented to facilitate enforcement 

of a prohibition under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSA) 

against the importation of fish products acquired in violation of a foreign law or regulation.  16 

U.S.C. § 1857(1)(Q).  Specifically, under the SIMP, “[o]n December 31, 2018, it became 

mandatory for foreign shrimp products to be accompanied by harvest and landing data and for 

importers to maintain chain of custody records for shrimp and abalone imports entering the U.S.”  

Attachment A at 1-2.  Because shrimp caught using gillnets in the Gulf of California is IUU 

seafood, its importation would be banned under the MSA and this import restriction can be 

enforced through the SIMP reporting and recordkeeping requirements. 

10. SIMP further includes comprehensive audit procedures requiring importers to 

substantiate their claims and documentation regarding chain of possession.  See 

https://www.iuufishing.noaa.gov/Portals/33/SIMP%20Audit%20Guidance%20Rev.pdf?ver=201

9-02-07-221905-963>; Attachment B.  

11. Accordingly, all imports of shrimp, curvina, sierra, and chano from Mexico will require 

certifications that those products were not caught in the were not caught in the Mexican curvina 

rodeo-style gillnet fishery, or through any IUU means, such as the use of gillnets to capture 

shrimp in the Gulf of California. 

12. Attachment C is a list of domestic fisheries that have been removed from the list of 

MMPA regulated fisheries. 
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